In case of an even n the example ƒ (z) = (z -R) n shows that the circle \z\ SR/2 can not be replaced by a larger concentric circle. But in case n is odd, according to Szegö the polynomial h(z) is different from zero even in the circle \z\ ^(R/2) sec (7r/2w). 
The example f(z) = (z -R)
n f a = Q, e = l, shows that this theorem can not be refined even in the case of an odd n.
Theorem I is a consequence of the following more general theorem :
II. Let the polynomial
have no zeros in the circle \z-a\ SR) and let the polynomial Substituting
in Theorem II we obtain: A theorem similar to II holds also if the zeros of the polynomials ƒ(z) and g{z) are in arbitrary circular domains without common points. One of these circular domains is the interior of a circle, the other the exterior or interior of a circle or a half-plane. Corresponding to these cases three theorems can be obtained generalizing also certain theorems of G. Szegö. respectively. We assume that these regions have no points in common, that is,
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VI. ie/ tóe serös of the polynomials f{z) and g(z) be located in the circular regions (8)
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respectively, such that these regions have no points in common, that is,

( e + IV can have a zero in the interior of the conic section K where e is the numerical eccentricity of K and b is the distance of a from the line L.
By the interior of a conic section we mean the set of points from which no tangent can be drawn to the given conic section.
In order to prove V and VI, we denote by Zo an arbitrary point in the interior of the conic sections E and H t respectively; let
As to the ellipse E we have 
